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ABSTRACT
This paper is motivated by the ever increasing scale and diversity of attacks that are best handled by the network infrastructure. FastFlex builds upon recent progress, which has developed a variety of network defenses in programmable data
planes, and takes this trend one step further: it aims to develop architectural support for these defenses as a first-class
citizen. We envision that the network architecture would
support these defenses as naturally as it does routingÐas the
network routes traffic end-to-end, it also turns the defenses
on and off as needed for attack mitigation. We propose a key
abstraction: the multimode data plane. Normally, it operates
under optimal configurations computed by centralized control, but upon attacks, it performs distributed mode changes
entirely in data plane for mitigation. Mixed-vector attacks
would trigger co-existing modes at different regions of the
network, and attacks that rapidly change would be met with
equally fast mode adaptations. We sketch this vision, discuss
the opportunities and challenges it involves, and present a
use case on link-flooding defense.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Network attacks are escalating [3ś7, 9ś11]. While some attacks can and should be handled by endpoints, an increasing
number of them are best handled by the network infrastructure [79]. Notable examples include large-scale DDoS
attacks against small endpoints [3, 5, 6, 11], and link-flooding
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attacks that specifically target the network core [43, 44, 50,
71, 74, 80]. Worse still, attackers usually have control over
a łprogrammable attack infrastructurežÐi.e., the compromised machinesÐso they can launch dynamic attacks with
rapidly changing locations and vectors [44, 71]. For these
attacks, defenses at the last mile are at a severe disadvantage
or inherently insufficient.
Supposing that the network infrastructure treats security
as a first-class goal just as it does routing, then these attacks
are much easier to handle. The network infrastructure already forms a massive backbone, whose power can naturally
match that of all network attackers combined. Since any attack traffic has to first flow through the network, an architecture with direct security support can detect, throttle, or drop
suspicious traffic at any location and time. This would allow
the endpoints to focus their defenses on endpoint-specific
threats, of which there are already many.
Up until very recently, the network infrastructure was
only able to provide limited forms of security support, such
as access control lists in network switches, or deep packet
inspection in middleboxes. The key reason is that the network data plane used to be fixed in function, which in turn
could only provide fixed-function security. Deploying programmable defenses in SDN controllers [43, 68, 76, 80] can
only alleviate this problem to a certain extent, because software controllers cannot directly handle the volume and velocity of data plane traffic. As a result, there has come to exist
a gap between the diversity and dynamicity of attacks and
the simple and static nature of the network infrastructure.
But as of late, researchers have seized the opportunity
provided by programmable data planes to develop a wide
range of in-network defenses [31, 34, 51, 55, 56, 69, 78]. Recent switches can be programmed to support user-defined
protocols, customized packet processing, and sophisticated
hardware state. These new features have enabled many powerful defenses, such as heavy-hitter detection [34, 69], DDoS
detection [31], hop count filtering [51], topology obfuscation [55], enterprise access control [56], covert channel mitigation [78], likely with more to come. These programmable
data plane defenses are in a class of their own: they can
mitigate high-volume attacks with low overhead, they can
perform attack detection over every single packet, and they
can respond to changing attacks at hardware speeds.
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This paper considers an architectural question: Can we
architect these defenses into the network paths, so that as the
network routes traffic end-to-end, it also turns the defenses on
and off as needed for real-time attack mitigation? We envision
a data plane that self-adapts to changing attacks in multiple
modes. It operates by default under optimal configurations
computed by centralized control, e.g., using traffic engineering over a stable traffic matrix [18, 37, 40], but it can perform
fast mode changes entirely in data plane upon attack. Mixedvector attacks would trigger different modes at different
regions of the network, and rapidly changing attacks would
be met with equally fast-changing modes. By architecting defenses into network paths, we can reduce (or eliminate!) the
need for traffic detour to security checks, and by optimizing
the degree of distribution, we can prevent chokepoints from
forming. We can even repurpose switches at runtime to dynamically scale certain defenses as needed. This architecture
would blur the boundaries between łnetworkingž and łsecurityž, with the eventual goal of transforming the network
into a łprogrammable defense infrastructurež.
FastFlex does not aim to replace legacy middleboxes, but
to work together with them in a complementary manner.
Features like cryptography or payload inspection go beyond
the capability of today’s switch hardware, and they can still
run in middleboxes. The FastFlex architecture simply advocates for defenses that can run in the data planeÐwhich are
becoming increasingly abundant [31, 34, 51, 55, 56, 69, 78]Ð
to be architected into the routing infrastructure to achieve
a whole-network defense. In other words, legacy elements
can still be part of the łdefaultž mode, while programmable
elements can enter and exit the defense modes dynamically.
The FastFlex architecture presents interesting research
challenges. Since we need to multiplex switch resources
between defenses and routing, we may need to decompose
a defense into smaller modules, so that they can be packed
more efficiently, and that we can identify shared modules
for consolidation. Moreover, although some attacks can be
detected locally at one switch (e.g., link flooding [43]), others
are only detectable in a distributed manner (e.g., global rate
limits [62]); we need to carefully design synchronization and
mode change protocols to accommodate co-existing and fastchanging modes while maintaining stability. Finally, when
we repurpose a switch at runtime, we need to ensure that
its functions are correctly and efficiently handled elsewhere,
and that relevant state is transferred in and out reliably. We
also need to ensure that critical state is properly replicated,
so that the defense would work correctly in the presence of
switch failures.
The rest of this paper motivates this vision further, discusses the new challenges and opportunities in more detail,
and presents an initial case study.
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2 OVERVIEW
Next, we further motivate why programmable data planes
could enable a new class of defenses. We then describe our
vision and discuss the key challenges.

2.1 Motivation
Why in-network? In proposing to support security inside
the network, we must give due consideration to the classic
łend-to-end argumentsž [64], and evaluate whether a security
function should be placed in-network or at endpoints. We
believe there are three classes of defenses where in-network
support is indispensable. We describe them below, drawing
on some examples provided by Zave and Rexford [79].
First, if an attack targets the network, then it should be
mitigated in-network; in this case, the network effectively becomes an łendž [64]. Examples of this include 1) link-flooding
attacks (LFA) [44, 74], where an adversary causes congestion
in a few critical network links for denial of service, and 2)
network reconnaissance attacks [55]. Second, if the threat
model explicitly considers compromised endpoints, then the
network is a last line of defense. Examples in this category
include 3) mandatory access control from the network on the
endpoints [56], and 4) prevention of data exfiltration from
compromised hosts [78]. Finally, network-based availability
attacks (e.g., volumetric DDoS [31, 34, 70])Ðeven if they target endpointsÐare best handled by the network because the
endpoints often have fewer resources for the defense.
Why programmable data planes? The backdrop of our
vision is a fruitful line of work in developing programmable
control plane defenses using OpenFlow-based SDN [25, 33,
43, 68, 76, 80]. Programmable data planes provide three key
security advantages over OpenFlow: per-packet visibility,
per-packet dynamicity, and scale-free defense. Per-packet
visibility means that we can develop attack detection algorithms in switch hardware and apply them to every single
packet, instead of sampled or aggregated traces at software
controllers. Per-packet dynamicity means that, upon attack
detection, we can immediately take actions to mitigate the
attack at the switch, instead of incurring a round-trip time
delay to remote controllers. Furthermore, scale-free defense
means that, since the defenses reside directly in the switches,
they naturally scale with network size and speed; centralized
controllers are no longer a bottleneck. We believe that these
advantages will enable a new paradigm for network security,
which we call programmable in-network security.

2.2 Programmable in-network security
In our vision, a switch would eventually become a defense
platform running many łdefense appsž, and it would dynamically swap in the right defenses as it forwards traffic. On that
note, switch hardware has constrained programming models
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and limited resources, which certainly impose constraints on
the possible defenses we could develop. But interestingly, existing work has already developed a range of programmable
data plane defenses within these constraints [31, 34, 51, 55,
56, 69, 78]. For instance, NetHide [55] prevents an attacker
from learning the network topology by obfuscating traceroute responses, mitigating network reconnaissance attacks;
Poise [56] enforces network access control on enterprise
devices, protecting against compromised endpoints; HashPipe [70] defends against volumetric DDoS attacks. These
are encouraging evidence that the classes of defenses best
suited for in-network deployment seem to be a good match
for programmable data planes.
Moreover, a recent project NetWarden [78] has further
observed that, we could overcome the limitations of the hardware by co-designing it with control plane software. At a
high level, we can split a defense algorithm into a fastpath
component, which runs in the data plane hardware to achieve
high efficiency, and a slowpath component, which runs in
control plane software to achieve high generality. As long
as the slowpath is only occasionally involved, the defense
algorithm can still run efficiently. This would potentially
enable even more defenses to be developed in the switch.
Taking this vision one step further, we envision that a programmable network would eventually become a defense fleet,
where programmable data plane defenses are architected into
the network paths and synchronized for whole-network defense. The need for orchestrating standalone defenses for a
network-wide defense has been extensively motivated and
studied in SDN-based middlebox architectures [26, 28, 35, 61],
and similar rationale holds for programmable data plane defenses: Individual defenses working in silo only have local
views, they may produce uncoordinated (or even conflicting) decisions, and they may duplicate each other’s work.
Furthermore, programmable data plane defenses also need
to co-reside and interact with routing. Therefore, whereas
existing work has mainly focused on developing individual defenses, our primary investigation in this paper is to
develop architectural support for these defenses.

2.3 Key challenges
Architecting programmable data plane defenses into the routing infrastructure raises several interesting challenges.
Challenge 1: Resource multiplexing. Switches have resource constraints in terms of memory, hardware stages,
and ALUs (arithmetic logic units), which now need to be
multiplexed between security and routing functions. Fortunately, unlike traditional middleboxes, data plane defenses
are just another kind of switch programs. We can decompose them into smaller modules to enable easier packing,
and we can reassemble these modules to enable sharing.
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For instance, shareable components in existing defenses include examples like probabilistic data structures such as
sketches and bloom filters [34, 69, 78], packet parsers/deparsers [34, 51, 69], and tables that maintain per-flow/perdestination state [51, 56, 78].
Challenge 2: Optimal placements. A second challenge is
to find optimal defense placements in the network. On the
one hand, we have a unique opportunity to distribute the
defenses pervasively to avoid traffic detour and hotspots. But
on the other hand, finding an optimal placement for unpredictable attack patterns is challenging. Traditional middleboxes are usually placed at a fixed number of locations based
on a stable traffic matrix [26, 35, 61], but FastFlex cannot
exhaustively anticipate all possible attacks.
Challenge 3: Distributed control. Existing work on middleboxes have developed centralized SDN architectures for
network-wide control [26, 28, 61]. However, in FastFlex,
interposing an software controller on data plane defenses
would considerably offset one of their greatest advantagesÐ
dynamicityÐas responses must now again go through a software feedback loop. Therefore, we need a way to synchronize
the defenses in a distributed manner in data plane, so that
they can exchange information with each other and perform
mode changes without centralized control.
Challenge 4: Dynamic scaling. Since attacks can be unpredictable, FastFlex may also need to dynamically scale certain
defenses at runtime, e.g., by repurposing certain switches to
run different programs. However, this also raises challenges
such as handling disruptions and tolerating faults.

3 THE FASTFLEX ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we discuss these challenges in more detail,
and sketch tentative solutions. Figure 1 shows the overall
workflow of FastFlex. In the ensuing discussion, we will refer
to a defense app as a łboosterž.

3.1 Resource multiplexing
Our first challenge comes from the limited switch resources.
A typical programmable switch today has 10ś20 hardware
stages, each of which has a fixed amount of memory and
ALUs [19]. These resources need to be shared across boosters
and routing programs. To achieve this, we can model each
switch using a vector of resource constraints <Θ1 , Θ2 , ...Θk >,
where Θi represents the amount of resources of the i-th
type. Similarly, we can model a switch program as a vector
of resource requirements, e.g., the j-th program requires
<θ j1 , θ j2 , ...θ jk >. Our problem is then to pack a number of
itemsÍ(i.e., programs) into sets (i.e., switches), while ensuring
that j θ ji ≤ Θi , ∀i ∈ [1..k], i.e., programs on a switch
collectively stay with the available resources.
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Figure 1: FastFlex transforms boosters into dataflow graphs (a). The program analyzer jointly analyzes all dataflow
graphs to identify opportunities for module sharing, and produces a merged dataflow graph (b). The scheduler
maps the merged graph to the network while optimizing for some performance objectives (c). At runtime, FastFlex
can dynamically scale boosters based on real-time attack patterns (d).
Opportunity: Decomposition. Since smaller programs are
easier to pack than larger ones, we can use a program analysis engine to decompose programs into smaller modules
to enable a tighter packing. We call these modules packet
processing modules, or PPMs. A program then can be transformed into a dataflow graph, where the set of vertexes V
are the PPMs and the set of edges E represent traffic direction. An edge v → v ′ also has a weight, which represents
the amount of state sharing between v and v ′. For instance,
if v ′ needs to read a packet counter x in v, then a packet
leaving v needs to carry the value of x to v ′, e.g., as a header
field. Therefore, ideally, we should identify clusters of PPMs,
where intra-cluster edges are dense and have heavy weights
and inter-cluster edges have opposite properties.
Opportunity: Sharing. This decomposition also enables
opportunities to share PPMs across boosters [14, 32, 81].
Common components in existing boosters include probabilistic data structures, such as sketches and bloom filters,
connection tables for maintaining per-prefix, pre-IP, or perflow state, as well as packet parsers and deparsers. An interesting challenge here is that, boosters may implement the
same function differently, e.g., using different variable names
and code structures, so how does FastFlex tell whether two
PPMs are shareable? A recent project [24] has shown that
switch programs are simple enough to determine equivalence.
This result comes in handy and provides a way to identify
functionally equivalent PPMs despite implementation differences.

3.2 Finding an optimal placement
Our second step is to place the PPM graphs to a network.
Suppose that we have a stable traffic matrix and a network
topology (e.g., switches with different resource constraints,

and links with different rates), then we can directly apply
existing results in placing middleboxes [26, 28, 35, 61]. However, FastFlex has a new opportunity and a new challenge.
Opportunity: Pervasive distribution. Existing work assumes the number of middlebox instances as a given [26,
35, 61], but here, the boosters are akin to software-based
łnetwork functionsž [29, 47, 48, 57, 58, 77], and can potentially maintain a pervasive presence to maximally prevent
hotspot from forming and reduce traffic detour. Therefore,
the scheduler needs to decide on the optimal number of instances for each PPM, as well as how to place them directly
on path when possible. The optimization goal, for instance,
could be to minimize the maximal link load across the network [17]. As traffic flows through their optimal routes, they
simultaneously pass through the boosters.
Challenge: Planning for the unpredictable. Another difference from existing work on middlebox placement is that,
while we could obtain a stable traffic matrix for the FastFlex
default mode, traffic matrices in attack modes are unknown
to the scheduler and can be highly unpredictable. Unlike
software NFs, which can be elastically scaled up and down
with low overheads [29, 47, 48, 57, 58, 77], runtime scaling
of switch-based PPMs is much more costly (more details
later in Section 3.4). One potential approach is to perform
best-effort planning for attack modes, by distinguishing between two types of PPMs: detection and mitigation modules.
We could distribute detection modules as widely as possible,
ideally on all paths, since they need to inspect and classify
traffic and trigger mode changes. Mitigation modules, on the
other hand, are placed as close as possible to their respective
detectors, e.g., at their downstream, so that attacks can be
mitigated quickly.
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3.3 Distributed control at runtime
FastFlex has an opportunity to perform fast mode changes
entirely in data plane to mitigate changing attacks. The corresponding challenge is that, we need to synchronize the
boosters in a distributed manner without a central controller.
Challenge: Mode change protocols. To achieve a fast response, detectors can initiate mode change requests in data
plane immediately upon attack detection. These requests
can be carried in special probes, and they should specify the
detected attack type so that mitigation modules can enter
the corresponding defense mode. To handle mixed attack
vectors, FastFlex could activate multiple modes for different
regions of the network. For changing attacks, FastFlex would
perform rapid mode changes in response. FastFlex can build
upon existing work on mode change protocols [20, 59, 60],
which has developed formal frameworks for reasoning about
stability and mode transitions.
Challenge: Distributed detection. Another interesting angle is whether it is sufficient to detect attacks locally at one
detector, or whether we would need to detect attacks in a distributed manner across detectors. As examples, link-flooding
attacks are locally detectable, but other problems, such as
network-wide heavy hitters [34] or global rate limits [62],
may require a network-wide detection. In these cases, FastFlex needs to additionally synchronize different detectors’
views periodically, e.g., similarly using probing packets. Our
goal would be to detect network-wide attacks while minimizing the amount of synchronization across detectors.

3.4 Dynamic scaling at runtime
Unlike fixed-function middleboxes [26, 61], FastFlex has a
unique opportunity to repurpose a switch to dynamically
scale at runtime. This is helpful when attack strengths exceed
the łbest effortž planning in the setup/placement phase.
Challenge: Handling transient disruption. In contrast
to software NFs with full elasticity [29, 47, 48, 57, 58, 77],
repurposing a switch at runtime is much more costly. In
some switch models (e.g., Barefoot Tofino [13]), this currently
requires installing a new switch program, which depending
on the program size could take several seconds; 1 on other
switch models (e.g., Broadcom Trident 4 [2]), certain parts of
the switch program can be reconfigured at runtime without
incurring downtime. Either way, a switch needs to inform its
neighbors before it goes through a reconfiguration, so that
neighboring switches can perform fast reroutes along other
paths [38, 46] until the reconfiguration completes.
1 Obtained

by an experiment installing a complex switch program; based
on feedback from industry vendors, this latency could be significantly
optimized.
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Challenge: Transferring and replicating state. When
we reconfigure a switch, we may also need to transfer its
state to other switches and potentially migrate some of it
back later. As data plane state could be updated per packet
at Tbps, FastFlex cannot use software controllers to perform this transfer [53]. A recent project has considered a
similar problem: it developed program analysis techniques
to identify variables whose values need to be transferred,
and then tagged these values to normal traffic to be piggybacked across the network [53]. FastFlex can leverage a
similar mechanism, but at the same time, it also needs to
handle new problems such as fault tolerance. For instance,
to tolerate packet drops, we should be able to temporarily
increase the reliability of state-carrying packets, e.g., using
FEC (forward error correction) codes and redundancy. FEC
encoding and decoding are bitwise operations over special
header fields, therefore implementable in data plane. To tolerate switch and link failures, which may cause state loss
and/or disruption to the distributed protocols, FastFlex may
need to replicate critical state across the network.

4 CASE STUDY
In this section, we use link-flooding attacks (LFA) [44, 49,
54, 74] as a concrete case study to discuss how FastFlex can
enable fast responses to changing attacks. An LFA attacker
can perform traceroutes to public servers near the victim to
map the topology, pick a few critical links that carry all or
most of the victim’s traffic, and then overwhelm these links
by initiating many connections to these public servers. The
victim destination can be cut off from the Internet without
even seeing attack traffic. Worse still, advanced attackers can
enhance these attacks in two ways.
Indistinguishability [44]: While some LFAs use high-volume
attack flows [74], which are easy to detect and block, an
adversary with large-scale botnets can launch many legitimate TCP flows (e.g., low-rate web requests) to overwhelm
a link [44]. Detectors have high false positive/negative rates
on such traffic patterns [71]. To be conservative, state-of-theart defenses reroute traffic from congested links to others,
e.g., using SDN controllers that perform dynamic traffic engineering (TE) [50], instead of simply dropping the packets.
Rolling attacks [44, 80]: However, an attacker can launch
a rolling attack that changes its target link(s) dynamically to
evade TE [50, 71]. Since TE is performed in a centralized software controller, new configurations can only be computed
and deployed at the timescale of minutes [37, 40]. A rolling
attack, therefore, can dynamically shift its target links within
this timescale, and persist for a long period of time [44, 80].
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LFA detection boosters

(c) Mitigating LFA

Probes (for congestion-based rerouting boosters)

(d) Mitigating rolling attacks

Figure 2: FastFlex provides the abstraction of a multimode data plane. FastFlex defenses are default off in the normal case (a). Upon detecting LFA, FastFlex starts propagating probe packets to activate congestion-based rerouting
(b). FastFlex pins normal flows to their original paths, and only reroutes suspicious traffic to longer paths, and it
creates an łillusion of successž to the attacker by causing packet drops and obfuscating traceroute responses to
suspicious flows (c). FastFlex is robust to rolling attacks (d). This abstraction applies to other types of attacks as
well, e.g., multi-vectored DDoS attacks [12] or short-lived pulsing attacks [1].

4.1 Building block boosters

4.2 The FastFlex data plane defense

We first present several building blocks that we can use for
different aspects of LFA defense. FastFlex will then control
them collectively to achieve, to the best of our knowledge,
the first effective defense against rolling attacks.
LFA detection. First, we need to detect a) high link loads
and b) persistent, low-rate flows to a destination prefix. a)
is quite straightforward, and b) can be achieved by adapting algorithms that monitor per-flow TCP state in the data
plane [30, 36].
Packet-dropping defense. One simple defense is to rate
limit or drop packets from suspicious flows [43, 50, 80]. Since
this may cause collateral damage to normal flows, such a
defense should be applied only to highly suspicious flows.
Routing around congestion. A more conservative defense
is to reroute traffic from congested links to other parts of
the network. This can be naturally achieved from SDN controllers [43], but more relevant here are the recent projects on
performance-aware routing entirely in data plane [16, 38, 46].
Hula [46] and Contra [38] are two solutions that work for
Fattree and arbitrary topologies, respectively. At a high level,
programmable switches disseminate probes that carry path
utilization metrics, and they optimize their routing decisions
on the fly to forward traffic to the least-congested paths.
Since forwarding decisions are made entirely in data plane,
this may lead to suboptimal solutions compared to centralized TE [16]; but they enable much faster responses and are
good candidates as defenses against rolling attacks.
Topology obfuscation. An attacker can easily change the
target links if she detects that her attack has triggered a
defense. NetHide [55] is a data plane defense that can respond
to traceroute probes using obfuscated IP addresses, trading
some diagnostic utility of traceroutes for security.

Putting them all together is the FastFlex defense, which
routes traffic along these boosters and mitigates attacks in
real time. Figure 2 shows the data plane mode changes.
(1) In the default mode, only LFA detectors are turned
on. Routing follows an optimal strategy as computed by
centralized TE. (2) Upon detecting an attack, the detector
propagates the alarm across the network using probe packets, which turns on the congestion-based rerouting boosters; switches start to probe for available bandwidths along
longer but less congested paths. This rerouting will reduce
congestion therefore loss rates at the victim links. However,
packets forwarded along less congested but longer paths
would experience a tradeoff between shorter queuing delays (i.e., less congestion) and longer propagation delay (i.e.,
longer paths); the end-to-end latency could fluctuate or even
increase [38, 42]. (3) Therefore, FastFlex further applies different modes to normal and suspicious flows based on the
detector outputs. It only reroutes suspicious flows, but pins
normal flows to the original paths as determined by optimal
TE; this relieves the congestion while only causing minimal disturbance to normal traffic. (4) Furthermore, FastFlex
turns on topology obfuscation for the suspicious flows, so
that attackers cannot detect rerouting of their traffic. (5) Finally, FastFlex can create an łillusion of successž by dropping
packets in the most suspicious flows. If attackers mistakenly
perceive the attack to be successful, they are even less incentivized to change their attack further. (6) FastFlex would
return to the optimal default mode as soon as attacks subside.
Since the mode changes take place at RTT timescale without central control, FastFlex can effectively mitigate highly
dynamic, rolling attacks. Also, some of these boosters could
be shareable for other types of defenses beyond LFA, e.g., for
volumetric DDoS attacks. Individually, these boosters target
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very different aspects, but FastFlex can synchronize them as
a whole for network-wide defense.

4.3 Initial validation
We present an initial validation using a customized version
of ns3 with P4 bmv2 [8] model support. We have set up
the network topology in Figure 2, and implemented much
simplified versions of the boosters discussed above.
FastFlex vs. baseline. The baseline system uses an SDN
controller that performs centralized TE to reconfigure the
network every 30 seconds, which is modeled after a state-ofthe-art LFA defense [43]. Our FastFlex defense uses the same
configuration as computed by centralized TE in stable mode.
However, it can detect attacks and change defense modes
entirely in data plane at RTT timescales.
Attacks. In the topology, there are two critical links that an
LFA attacker can target. The adversary mapped the critical
links using traceroute, and she launched rolling attacks to
different links whenever she detected a routing change.
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function or location; their orchestration is also performed
in data plane for fast responses, instead of at an SDN controller [26, 28].
Software NFs. Another line of work has studied software
NFs running in general-purpose servers, which has produced
fruitful results on sharing and migrating state, as well as
dynamic scaling [22, 23, 29, 39, 47, 48, 57, 58, 67, 73, 77].
FastFlex is also inspired by these work. However, architecting
boosters into network paths involves new challenges due to
their switch-based nature and in-network deployment.
Active networking. Research on network programmability
can be traced back to active networking [15, 66, 75]. Recent work on OpenFlow SDN, NFV, and programmable data
planes share similar design and architectural insights, although they also revisit these concepts in light of new technological developments and obtained significantly different
results [27]. Our architecture is based on programmable data
planes and shares these similarities and differences.
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Figure 3: FastFlex outperforms the baseline defense.
Effectiveness. Figure 3 shows the throughput of normal
user flows during the attack (normalized by the stable throughput without attack). We found that the baseline defense constantly falls behind when the adversary performs rolling
attacks that dynamically change targets. The FastFlex defense, on the other hand, can present an obfuscated topology
to malicious flows; moreover, even if the attacker changes
her target link dynamically, FastFlex can disperse the traffic
almost instantaneously by data plane mode changes.

5 RELATED WORK
We have already discussed many related projects; below, we
briefly summarize the most relevant threads of work.
In-network middleboxes. Existing work has studied placing and routing around middleboxes inside the network [26,
28, 35, 41, 61]. FastFlex could build upon these work in terms
of formulating the placement and routing problems, as well
as the optimization techniques they have developed. However, in FastFlex, the security boosters are neither fixed in

Securing the boosters. FastFlex must make sure that the
individual in-network defenses, as well as their composition,
are secure. Since switch programs are much simpler than
general-purpose programs, it should be possible to achieve
high assurance by formally verifying them [52, 72]. In a
related project, we have also outlined a first step towards
discovering and mitigating attack vectors in switch programs
in an automated manner [45].
Stability. Since FastFlex performs fast mode changes in data
plane, it is important to ensure that these mode changesÐ
individually and collectivelyÐdo not lead to instability. In
particular, we should defend against an attacker that intentionally causes mode changes frequently. FastFlex should
be able to borrow from the literature on self-stabilizing systems [21, 65] for this purpose.
Federation. So far, we have discussed FastFlex as operating in a local network without cross-domain federation. If
multiple domains deploy FastFlex, they would be able to collaboratively detect and mitigate more advanced attacks [63].
At the same time, federation would raise new challenges
in both technical and non-technical aspects, such as trust,
authentication, and privacy.
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